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This document briefly introduces the new functions and features in the 

iVMS-5200 ANPR Function Module Version 1.0.2 updated from Version 

1.0.0. 

The content of this manual is furnished for informational use only and it is 

subject to change without notice. 
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Added: 

 Support insufficient free spaces alarm. If the number of free spaces 

is less than the minimum value you set, the linkage actions will be 

triggered. 

 Set the retention period for storing the no exit record vehicles 

information. 

 Generate vehicles in parking lot report. 

 Print reports, and support adding remarks for the printed report. 

 Search and export vehicle information by parking duration. 

 Export the searching results in batch. 

 Open a function module in a new display window and multiple 

function modules can display on different auxiliary screens at the 

same time. 

 Highlight the license plate number with the configured vehicle list 

color when the vehicle triggers vehicle list alarm. 

 Switch the live view stream to main stream, sub-stream or third 

stream during live view. 

 Attach the vehicle picture to the report notification email as 

desired. 

 Display the client IP address when searching operation logs and 

system logs on Control Client. 

Updated: 

 Change Storage Server to Recording Server. 

 Configure to show or hide the country to which the vehicle is 

registered. 

 Replace the repeated license plate number when importing vehicles 

in batch as needed. 

 Configure a specific color for the vehicle list. It helps the quick 

locating of the list that the vehicle belongs to when checking via 

Control Client. 

 Configure multiple vehicle lists for each parking lot, and support 

setting vehicle list’s effective time for the parking lot and setting 

vehicle information in the list. 

 Update Whitelist and Blacklist Alarm to Vehicle List Alarm, and 

Whitelist Expired Alarm to Vehicle List Expired Alarm, and support 

selecting multiple vehicle lists for the alarm. 

 Update System Whitelist and Blacklist Alarm to System Vehicle List 

Alarm, and support selecting multiple vehicle lists for the alarm. 

 Support selecting vehicle list(s) for Forbidden Period Alarm, 
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Parking Overstaying Alarm and Parking After Closing Time Alarm as 

desired, and vehicle(s) in the selected vehicle list(s) can trigger 

those alarms. 

 Support configuring video storage and video backup. 

 Support filtering vehicle passing records via vehicle list, and vehicle 

list is available when the parking type is Vehicle List 

Deleted: 

 Remove the related functions of parking fee. 
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